Abstract. Recently, Frumkin [9] pointed out that none of the well-known algorithms that transform an integer matrix into Smith [16] or Hermite [12] normal form is known to be polynomially bounded in its running time. In fact, Blankinship [3] noticed--as an empirical fact--that intermediate numbers may become quite large during standard calculations Of these canonical forms. Here we present new algorithms in which both the number of algebraic operations and the number of (binary) digits of all intermediate numbers are bounded by polynomials in the length of the input data (assumed to be encoded in binary). These algorithms also find the multiplier-matrices K, U' and K' such that AK and U'AK' are the Hermite and Smith normal forms of the given matrix A. This provides the first proof that multipliers with small enough entries exist.
1. Introduction. Every nonsingular integer matrix can be transformed into a lower triangular integer matrix using elementary column operations. This was shown by Hermite ([12] , Theorem 1 below). Smith ([16] , Theorem 3 below) proved that any integer matrix can be diagonalized using elementary row and column operations. The Smith and Hermite normal forms play an important role in the study of rational matrices (calculating their characteristic equations), polynomial matrices (determining the latent roots), algebraic group theory (Newman 15] ), system theory (Heymann and Thorpe [13] ) and integer programming (Garfi!akel and Nemhauser [10] ).
Algorithms that compute Smith and Hermite normal forms of an integer matrix are given (among others) by Barnette and Pace [1] , Bodewig [5] , Bradley [7] , Frumkin [9] and Hu [14] . The methods of Hu, Bodewig and Bradley are based on the explicit calculation of the greatest common divisor (GCD) and a set of multipliers whereas other algorithms ( [1] ) perform GCD calculations implicitly.
As Frumkin [9] pointed out, none of these algorithms is known to be polynomial. In transforming an integer matrix into Smith or Hermite normal form using known techniques, the number of digits of intermediate numbers does not appear to be bounded by a polynomial in the length of the input data as was pointed out by Blankinship [3] , [4-1 and Frumkin [9] .
To alleviate this problem, it has been suggested (Wolsey 17], Gorry, Northup and Shapiro [11] , Hu [14] , Frumkin [9] and thus prove that their entries are bounded in the number of digits by a polynomial in the length of the input. We must stress however that no exponential lower bounds have been proved on existing algorithms.
2. An algorithm for Hermite normal form, An integer square matrix with a determinant of + 1 or -1 is called unimodular. Post-(pre-) multiplying an (m n) matrix by a (n n)((m m)) unimodular matrix is equivalent to performing a series of column (row) operations consisting of (cf. Newman [15] [12] ). Given a nonsingular n n integer matrix A, there exists a n n unimodular matrix K such that AK is lower triangular with positive diagonal elements. Further, each off-diagonal element of AK is nonpositive and strictly less in absolute value than the diagonal element in its row. AK is called the Hermite normal form of A (abbreviated HNF).
We now give an algorithmic procedure for calculating the Hermite normal form AK and the multiplier K. All currently known algorithms build up the Hermite normal form row by row, whereas the new algorithm HNF(n,A) (see description below) successively puts the principal minors of orders 1, , n (the submatrices consisting of the first rows and columns 1 <-_<-n) into Hermite normal form. So at the ith step we have the following pictures. "0" stands for a zero entry of the matrix and "," for an entrythatmaynotbezero.
e.g. Bradley'salgorithm [7] 00000000. 0 ,0000000. 0 **000000. 0 ***00000. 0 i******* , * * * * * * , ALGORITHM HNF(n, A)" returns (HNF, K). 1. Initialize the multiplier K" K I (the n n identity matrix). Proof. det R is the sum of n! terms each of which is at most I[R in absolute value. Since n! -< n", the proposition follows.
LEMMA 1. For all 1,. , n (1) IIA'II-<-n(nllm 11) =/ (2) Ilg'll <= n (nllm 111)=" Ai(K i) ( [8] . 3. An algorithm for Smith normal form. THEOREM 3. (Smith [16] ). Given a nonsingular (n n) integer matrix A, there exist (n n) unimodular matrices U, K such that S(A)= UAK is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements dl, ", dn such that di divides di+l(i 1,. , n 1).
The typical step of the polynomial algorithm for the Smith normal form can be summarized in the following pictures:
.00000 0.0000 i00.000 00..00 00.**0 00.*** LHNF on (i + 1)th column ,00000 0,0000 00.*** 000.** 000.** 000.** HNF ,00000 0,0000 00.*** 000.** 000.** 000.** LHNF ,00000 0,0000 00,000 000,00 000.,0 000.** HNF ,00000 0,0000 00,000 00.,00 00.**0 00.*** (i + 1)th step Note that this algorithm puts the bottom right (n i) x (n i) square matrix into HNF "frequently". Just after this is done each time, the product of the diagonal entries of A equals the absolute value of the determinant of the original matrix and thus each entry of A is at most this determinant in absolute value. Thus, the numbers are prevented from cumulatively building up.
This repeated use of HNF is the crucial difference between the algorithm presented here and the standard algorithms (e.g. [7] and [1] ).
In the algorithm below we use the following notation. HNF (n-i, n-i, A) is the procedure which puts the bottom-right-hand minor consisting of the last (n- Clearly analogous to LHNF, we can modify the algorithm SNF(n, A) in such a way that it works for arbitrary (n, m) integer matrices and remains polynomial. The details are rather elementary and are left to the reader.
We must remark that the algorithms in this paper are not meant to be efficient. The main concern has been simplicity of presentation. A computer code that includes several efficiency improvements is available from the authors.
Appendix.
LEMMA A.1. IrA is a nonsingular n n matrix, then its columns can be permuted so that in the resulting matrix, all principal minors are nonsingular.
Proof. The first row of A must have at least one nonzero element. Thus after a permutation of columns, if necessary, we can assume that A is nonzero. Assume for induction that the columns of A have been permuted to give a matrix A' in which the first principal minors are nonsingular for some i, 1 _-< _-< n 1. Let A" be the matrix Consisting of all columns of A' and only rows 1 through (i + 1). A' is nonsingular implies that rank (A")=i+I. Thus at least one of the columns say k, among (i+1), (i + 2) , n of A" cannot be expressed as a linear combination of the first columns of A". Swapping columns k and (i + 1) in A' leads to a matrix whose first (i + 1) principal minors are nonsingular. This completes the inductive proof.
The algorithm below uses essentially the idea of the proof.
Step 2 of Algorithm HNF. As remarked earlier, this subroutine is wasteful from the point of view of efficiency. However, it is polynomial, since determinant calculations can be done in polynomial time and at most n 2 determinants are to be computed.
GCD ALGORITHM. We use any standard algorithm (e.g. [2] or [6] ) that for any two given numbers a and b, not both zeros, find p, q and r such that r= GCD(a, b)= pa + qb. We then execute the following step:
We assume [ The Euclidean algorithm is well-known to be polynomial and certainly the step above is also polynomial.
